DIS. 1
ISO notifies availability of DIS
• DIS Balloters access text
• CCMC registers & allocates
• ISO members prepare & translate
• For candidate harmonized work: ISO includes Annex ZA in DIS text
• Voting extension requests possible
• CEN members prepare National Enquiry

2 months

DIS. 2
ISO launches 3 month DIS
• CCMC launches 3 month Enquiry on eBalloting
• Weighted Vote, requiring simple majority and 71% approval
• CEN members vote on Implementation dates
• For candidate harmonized work: CCMC requests official Consultant’s assessment during 3 month DIS

3 months

FDIS = Yes

DIS. 3
Committee Leadership decision on FDIS
• Results in both CEN & ISO are positive
• Committee Leadership considers comments and launches 1 month ballot for Decision to skip FDIS
• For candidate harmonized work: Positive assessment needed during DIS otherwise obligatory FDIS/ 2nd DIS or detach from VA

FDIS = No

DIS. 4
ISO notifies publication date
• CCMC prepares EN ISO Foreword (including Annex ZA for candidate harmonized work), and publishes
• CEN Members implement

FDIS.1
ISO notifies availability of FDIS
• CCMC Registration & Allocation
• CCMC requests official Consultant’s assessment for candidate harmonized work
• CCMC provides ISO with Consultant’s response
• ISO includes Annex ZA in FDIS text

FDIS.2
ISO launches 2 month FDIS
• CCMC Registration and Allocation
• CCMC launches 2 month Formal Vote
• Weighted Vote, requiring simple majority and 71% approval
• CEN members vote on Implementation dates

FDIS.3
Committee Leadership considers voting results
• Results in both CEN & ISO are positive
• Committee Leadership considers comments submitted during ISO & CEN ballots

FDIS.4
ISO notifies publication date
• CCMC prepares EN ISO Foreword (including Annex ZA for harmonized work), and publishes
• CEN Members implement

2 months
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